As a QuarkNet teacher I have had wonderful experiences with my students and as a science teacher. As a High School Physics teacher, I teach several topics which need to include topics from nowadays discoveries and how scientific knowledge improves our lifestyles. Thanks to QuarkNet, I learned about Particle Physics, the nowadays discoveries and scientific knowledge which had and is improving our lifestyles and future. Now I can teach and encourage my students to learn and to study Physics and be part of this great scientific universe.

My students have been able to have great learning and experiences thanks to QuarkNet. Through the Masterclasses, visits from QuarkNet Staff, and projects with the Cosmic Rays Detector, my students have been able to learn and been motivated to study about Particle Physics and sciences related. QuarkNet is and have been a great and powerful tool for teachers and student to really enter forever and never wanting to get out of the Particle Physics world.
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